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CHAPTER 3

TROPOSPHERIC CLEAR-AIR EFFECTS

3.1 INDEX OF REFRACTION PROFILE

Propagation in the troposphere is influenced, and in some cases
strongly affected, by the variation of the index of refraction with
height. By definition, the index of ~fraction n of a particular type
of wave in a given medium is the ratio of c, about 2.9979 x 10*
m/s, to the phase velocity of the wave in the medium~ The index of
refraction of the troposphere is a function of pre=um
tempemture,  and water vapor content as indicated by

77.6 pd 72 e 3x10se

N = (n-l) xlOG= +— + (3.1)
T T T2

where  Pd is the pressm of dry nonpolar air in mb (milliba=), e is
water vapor pressn in mb, and T is temperature in kelvins (Smith
and Weintraub, 1953). Because the index n is only slightly gxwater
than 1, the usual practice is to use N units for convenience, with N
defined as in Eq. (3.1). N, referred to as refractivity, is seen to
vary inve=ely  with tern

%
rature and to be strongly dependent on

water vapor pressure. water va or pressm e, the saturation
Fwater vapor pressure e=, which is a unction of temperature (Table

3.1), and

Eq. (3.1)
pd + e, it

N =

relative humi]ity R.H. are

is expressed in terms of p,
becomes

77.6 p 5.6 e 3.75 x

related by e = es (R.H. ). If

the total pressm, where p =

1 0s e
—- —+

T T T2

The last two terms can be combined to give,

77.6 p 3.73 x 10s e 77.6
N = —+

T T 2 - T

(3.2)

approximately,

[ 14810 e
p + (3.3)

T

Thetwo forms of Eq. (3.3) are widely used (CCIR,1986a) and give
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values for N that arw accurate within 0.5 percent for the ranges of
atmospheric parameters normally encountered and for frequencies
MOW 30 GHz (Crone, 1976). If one wishes to consider the effects
of dry air and water vapor separately, however, letting N =Nd+
N w where Nd ~fers to dry air and

with
N tow water vapor, Eq. (3.1)

should be used

‘ d

Nw

3.1

77.6 pal/T (3.4)
and

72 e 3.75 X 105 e
(3.5)

T
+

T2

Table Saturation Water Vapor Pressure e [From List
(1984) in Smithsonian Meteorological ?ables.]

T(°C) es (rob) T(°C) es (rob)
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The absolute humidity or water vapor density in g/m3, p, and e in
mb are related (Appendix 3.1) by

P = 216.5 e/T (3.6)

The dew point is the temperature at which air is saturated with
water vapor, and values of the dew point can be used to determine
the saturation water vapor pressure b use of Table 3.1.

{
For

example, the highest accepted weather-o servatory dew point of 34
deg C [recorded on the shore of the Persian Gulf at Sharjah, Saudi
Arabia (U.S. Standaml Atmosphere, 1976)] corresponds to a vapor
pressure of 53.2 mb and an absolute humidity of 37,5 grams
per cubic meter. Although an increase in temperature would cause
a decrease in N if water vapor pressure were held constant, the
saturation pressn increases rapidly with temperatu and the
hi best values of N therefore occur for high temperatures (and high

fre ative humidities).

The value of N corresponding to the value of e of 53.2 mb at a
temperature of 34 deg C, for example, is 467. In nearby desert
areas of Saudi Arabia where the relative humidity might approach
zero, however, the value of N could approach 256, the value for dry
air at the sea level pressure of 10 i 3 mb and the temperatn of 34
deg C. The lowest surface values of N tend to occur in high, dry
areas where both p and e are low. At a height of 3 km, for
example, assuming the pressure for a standard atmosphere but a
temperature of 273 K, N is 230 with 100 percent relative
humidity and 199 with O pe~ent humidity. The values of N
mentioned above are extreme. Monthly mean values of N at sea
level vary between about 290 and 400 within *25 deg of latitude
from the equator, with a somewhat smaller variation elsewhere, and
are t ically 320 in winter and 340 in summer in the UK (Hall,

P1979. In the United States, winter values va fmm about 285 to
7345 and summer values rmge from about 27 to 385 (Bean and

Dutton, 1966).

Pressure, temperature, and water vapor content all decrease
with height above the Earth’s surface in the troposphere on the
avemge, but temperature increases with height in temperature
inve~ion  laye=. Pressure drops off approximately exponentially
with height, and the decrease or change of e with height is variable
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but may be approximately exponential. The refractivity N may also
dec~ase with height in a variable manner but on the average tends
to decrease exponential y as described by

N = N  e-h/H
s (3,7)

where N is the refractivity at the hei ht h above the level where the
nfractivit y is N~. fH is the applicab e scale height. The change in
N in the first km of height above the surface, AN, is a parameter
of significance. In the average atmosphere asdefined  bythe CCIR,
N~ has the value of 31S and AN the value of -40 consistent with

N = 3i5 e-0. i36 h
(3.8)

with h in km (CCIR, 1986a). Values of Ns and AN have been
compiled, with Ns sometimes reduced to sea level values. Charts

showing these quantities, probability y distributions of Ns, water

vapor density p, etc. have been provided b Bean, Horn, and Ozanich
f(1960), Bean et al. (1966), and the CC R (1986a). Figure 3.1

shows amual cycles of N~ for several climatic types.

The exponential model is widely a plicable but any reliable data
on actual refmctivity profiles should L used when available. Such
data can be acquired by use of radiosondes or micmwave
mfractometem  and often display significant depart= from the -

exponential fomn. A common cause of non-exponential refractivity
profiles is the occurrence of temperatuminversion  laye=. In an
inversion layer, the temperatn increases with altitude. Such a
la r is highly stable (Sec. 1.3). All vertical motions are strongly
xi “bited in an inversion layer, and pollution and water vapor

existing below the layer tend to be confined below it. Temperature
inversions may develop when the loss of heat from the surface of
the Earth is not compensated by inputs of heat, the ground being a
more efficient radiator than air and therefo~ cooling more
rapidily. Surface and low-level inversions tend to develop at night
and in the arctic and subarctic in winter and in locations such as the
San Joaquin Valley of California *R fog forms under the
invemion and prevents surface heating in winter. Inversions may
form also when warm air blows over a cool ocean.

““s

.

. .
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Figure 3.1. Annual cycles of Ns by climatic type ( Bean, Horn, and
Ozanich, 1950).
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Inversions are also caused by subsiding air, and this type of
inversion is common because in portions of developin or

5semipermanent anticyclones the air between about 500 and 000
m descends at a rate typically about 1000 m/day (Scorer, 1968).
The Pacific coast of the United States lies along the eastern edge of ~
a semipermanent anticyclone that forms in the Pacific, and the
pemistant  tern erature  invemion of the Los Angeles area is caused

Elargely by su siding air. This air is heated in a process of
adiabatic compression but the movement and heating cannot extend to
the ground itself, and a temperature inversion is formed at or near
the surface.

The occurrence of a high water vapor content underneath an
inversion layer may be accompanied by a rapid decrease in water

. va or content through the inversion layer.
r

The corresponding N
va ue is also high beneath the layer and drops abruptly through the
layer in such a case.

3.2 REFRACTION AND FADING

A practical consequence of the variation of the index of
refraction of the troposphere with height is that electromagnetic
waves do not tnvel in stmight  lines but experience refraction or
bending. To treat this phenomenon, consider ray paths which
represent  paths along which energy is transmitted. An important
characteristic of an element of a ray path is its curvatlm C, defined V
as 1/p whe~ p is the radius of curvature. It can be shown (Bean
and Dutton, 1966; Flock, 1979) that a ray path in a spherically
stratified atmosphere has a curvature given by

1 dn
c = - — —  Cosp m-i (3.9)

n dh

where ~ is the angle of the ray measd from the horizontal. In
the troposphere n = 1, and for rays having an angle ~ that is near
zero, the expression for C simplifies to

c= - dn/dh
This latter form is used for terrestrial line-of sight paths.

(3.10)
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The change in direction, or the amount of bemlin , r, along a
path can be determined by taking T = j C ds or r = 9 C As where
ds is an infinitesimal element of len th and As is a finite element of

5length. In a length ds the cormspon ing bending d~ is given by

1 dn
d~=-– — COS #? ds rad (3.11)

n dh
But as dh = sin ~ ds

dn
d r = - (3.12)

n tan ~

This form can be used for my tracing for any arbitrary index of
refraction profile and for a path at any angle (Weisbrod and
Anderson, 1959; Flock, 1979).

Very-low-angle satellite paths may ex erience much the same
effects as terrestrial line-of-sight paths. ?o illustrate these effects
we use the simple form C = - dn/dh for propagation over a
spherical earth. In this case the difference in curvature between a
my path and the Earth’s surface is given by

1 1 dn
—-c=—+—r r (3.13)

0 0 dh
wherw r. is the Earth’s radius and l/r. is the corresponding

Curvature. To anal~e propagation, one can use a geometric
transformation such that ray aths become straight lines and the

fEarth has an effective radius o k times the true radius r ThusO*
1 dn 1

— + —=— + 0r (3.14)
o dh kro

which maintains the same relative curvature as in E .
t

(3.13). The
O has been included on the right-hand side of q. (3. 14) to
emphasize that it applies to the case that dn/dh = O, for which case
the my paths are straight lines. In terms of N units the relation is

1
— = [ 157 + dN/dh] X 10-6 (3.15)
kro
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The dation of Eq. (3. 15) is illustrated by Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Corresponding Values of dN/dh and k,

dN/dh (N/km) k

157 0.5
78 2 / 3

o 1.0
-40 4 / 3

-1oo -
2.75

-157 m

-200 -3.65
-300 -1.09

Typically, dN/dh = - 40 and k = 4/3, and graphs pqared fork
= 4/3 have been used for plotting terrestrial microwave paths.
However, k can va

x
over a range of values, and this type of

graphical procedure s the shortcoming that a different graph is
needed for each k value.

A
makes
on tk
3.2 in

where

(GTE,

for h’.

mom efficient procedure is to use a transformation which
the Earth flat and allows plotting paths for various k values
same chart. Smh plots are made by calculating h’ of Fig.
accordance with

h’ = di dz/(12.75 k) m (3.16]

di and d2 are the distances fmm the two ends of the path

1972). The units of Eq. (3.16) am km for dl and dz and m

The basis for Eq. (3. 16) is that h’ = h -hwherehmax max v
and h are calculated with ~spect to the center of the path by using, A
for h for example,

h = 12/(12.75 k) (3.17)m
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T
~d=d’+d2-

referred to for flat-earth plot.Figure 3.2. Quantities

where 1 is the horizontal distance fmm the center of the Mth. at
which point the path is horizontal, to whe~ h is s ecifie& The

Rdistance 1 is in km and h is in m in Eq. (3. 17). T ‘s expression
follows fmm the constmction of Fi .3.3 where, in contrast to Fig.

L3.2, the ray path is straight and t Earth is curved. Here 1, ro,

and r. + h form the three sides of a right triangle. For h << ro, it

can be determined that

h = 12/2ro (3.18)

with all quantities in identical units. For a finite value of dN/dh,
however, ro”is~placedbykro, and the form of Eq. (3.17) results

when J is in km and h is in m.

The effect of the various k values is illustrated in exaggerated
form in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. In Fig. 3.4 all the rays are horizontal
at the common point. In Fig. 3.5 raypaths areshown  which allow
signals from a common tmsmitter to reach a common rwceiving
location.

It is evident from the above discussion that tropospheric
refraction may cause errm in the measurement of elevation angle
and variations in angle of arrival which can cause a reduction of
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Figure 3.3. Geometry for determining h for initially horizontal
my.

signal amplitude for narrow-beam antennas. Also some degree of
beam s reading or defocusi

E 7
may occur and cause an attenuation of

up to a out 0.4 dB (Hall, 19 9). To visualize how such defocusing
occurs, consider a family of relatively closelys aced rays within an

Reantenna beamwidth. TIE closer the spacing of t rays, the greater
the sigml intensity is. Defocusing involves a distortion of the my
paths such that the rays are mom widely spaced than normally in
the region of the receiving antemas.

Various prmgrams for calculating bending have been devised. A
simple pmcedum for calculating bending and elevation angle errors
was presented by Weisbmd and Ande~n (1959). Bending angles
have been calculated b Crane (1976) for different elevation angles
and for the 1966 J’.S. Standard Atmosphere and an assumed
humidity profile. His values are given in Table 3.3. The ra paths

Y1extend fmm the surface to the heights shown, and the ei hts
Fcorrespond to the ranges or path lengths shown. The exact va ues

of the bendi
?$

an les vary depending on atmospheric conditions, but
the values o Ta le 3.3 am rep~sentative. Also included are
values of range error or excess range (Sec. 3.7). For transmitted
or radar targets in the troposphere, the total bendi

T
and elevation

angle errors are not the same; for astmnomica soumes and

3-1o
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k=l

Figure 3.4. Ray path for several values of k for initially
horizontal rays (exaggerated and illustrative only).

k= -3.65

.

Figure 3.5. Ray paths from a transmitter T to a receiver R for
various value of k (exaggemted and illustmtive only).
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geostationary satellites, the total bending and elevation error
angles are identical. Bending takes place largely in the lower
troposphere and Crane (1976) has shown that for a horizontally
stratified atmosphere the total bendin

L
T is related to surface

~fractivity Ns by r = a + b Ns, tie~ t coefficients a and b vary
with elevation angle and have been tabulated in his paper for Albany,
New York. Nearly the same values am said to apply in other
circumstances.

A phenomenon of major importance in tro ospheric propagation
1?at small angles from the horizontal, especial y in the presence of

tempe=ture inversions, is the occurrence of severe fading due to
multipath propagation. Propagation over more than ore path may
involve reflection from land and water surfaces and from manmade
Structures. This type of multipath is considered in Chap. 6.
Multipath propagation involving the atmosphe~  alone, such as
suggested in Fig. 3.6, however, also occurs. In terrestrial line-of-
sight links, a fading allowance of 30 to 45 dB is commonly assigned
for multipath fadin .

f
Such aths are often essentially horizontal or

at only a slight ang e frmm tL horizontal, whereas earth-space paths
am usually at rather la e angle above the horizontal for which

Ttropospheric fading is muc less severe. It is often conside~d that
about 5 to 10 deg is the smallest elevation angle that should be
employed for earth-space paths, but there are circumstances for
which it ma be necessary to operate at lower angles, as at high
latitudes. {hen atmospheric multipath fading may prove to be as
serious as for terrestrial paths.

.

T

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

B.ti

Figure 3.6. Atmospheric muitipath propagation,
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Table 3.3 Ray Pammeters  for a Standard Atmosphe~a,b for Rays
from the Surface to Indicated Heights (Crane, 1976).

Initial Elev. Elev.-Angle Range
Angle Height Range Bending
(deg)

Error
(km)

Error
(km) (mdeg) (mdeg) (m)

0.0 O.i
1.0

5.0

50.0

5.0

25.0

80.0

0.1

1.0

5.0

25.0

80.0

0. l

!.0

5.0

25.0

80.0

41.2

131.1

289.3

623.2

1081.1

l.l

11.4

55.2

241.1

609.0

0.1

“ 1.3

6.5

32.6

104.0

97.2

297.9

551.2

719.5

725.4

2.6

25.1

91.7

176.7

181.0

0.2

1.9

7.0

14.3

14.8

48.5

152.8

310.1

498.4

594.2

1.3

12.9

52.4

126.3

159.0

0.1

1.0

4.0

10.3

13.4

12.63

38.79”

74.17

101.O

103.8

0.34

3.28

12.51

24.41

24.96

0.04 -

0.38

1.47

3.05

3.13

(1966).
bSissenwine,
0556, Air
1968).

aU.S. Standard Atmosphe~ Supplements, 1966, Environmental
Sci. Serv. Administmtion, Dept. of Commerce, Washington, DC

N., D.D,c Grantham, and H.A, Salmela, AFCRL-68-
Force Cambridge Res. Lab., Bedford, MA (Oct.
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3.3 DUCTING
Ducting is a severe refractive effect involving trapping of a

wave in a duct, commonly a surface duct, and possibly propagation
for an abnormally long distance. Ducting occurs f~quently  in some
locations, but it is not a reliable means of communication. It can,
however, cause interference beyond the horizon, at a location that
would otherwise be free from interfering si nals (Sec. 8.5;

$Do herty and Hart, i 976; Dougherty and Hart, 19 9). A necessary
Tcon ition for ducting to occur is that the refmctivity decrease with

hei ht at a rate of 157 N mits per km or greater. If dN/dh = -
915 Eq. (3. 15) shows that 1 /kro = O, corresponding to k = m (Figs.

3.4 and 3.5). A ray that is launched horizontally under this
condition remains horizontal at a constant height rdative to a -

s herical surface.
A

If the rate of decrease of N is greater than 157
/km, a ra may be bent downward to the surface of the Earth as

for k z= -3. 5 in Fig. 3.4. Such a path may result in what has been
called blackout fading (Hautefeville, et al., ~ 980).

In such a case no signal reaches the receiving location and the
use of space or f~quency diversit may not improve the situation.
The rays bent downward to the 2arth’s surface may be reflected
upwards, however, and then refracted down to Earth a ain, etc.,
givi

T
frise to ducting as illustrated in Fig. 3.7. A secon condition

for ucting is that the refractivity radient of -157 N/km or
\greater be maintained over a heig t range of a number of

wavelengths.

Figm 3.7. Example of ducting.

h

.:i
I

.
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Ducting constitutes a mechanism for interference between earth
stations and terrestrial line-of-sight systems and is considered
further in Sec. 8.3.3. The free-space loss LFq when expressed in

dB as in Eq. (1 .9) depends on distance a: ’20 log d, but for
propagation in a duct the corresponding loss contribution is 10 log
d. The reason is that in free space energy spreads out uniformly in
all directions, but in a duct energy is constrained and spreads out
in only two dimensions.

3.4 ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE.-
In addition to the variation of index of refraction with height,

the index also exhibits variations “ associated with
atmospheric turbulence. The theory of turbulence indicates that it
develops from wind shear, that turbulence is introduced in the form
of large turbulent eddies or blobs of scale size LO, and that energy

is transferred from larger to smaller eddies thr&ghout an inertial
subrmge corresponding to eddies of size 1 whe~ Ln ~ 1 ~ 1.. For
eddies smaller than l., viscous effects dominat~ and t&ulent
energy is dissipated. The process is s

Y
ested by Fig. 3.8.

Associated with the turbulent eddies or blo s is a corresponding
time-variable structure of temperature, water-vapor density, ani
index of refraction.

Lo

0’0
Figurw 3.8. Illustration of the transfer of energy at the rate ~ fmm

large eddies to smaller eddies.
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The quantity C:

refraction variations

is a measure of the intensity

associated with turbulence. In

C 2 = (n, - n2) 
2

n

where nl and n2 are values of the index of refraction

of the index of

particular.

(3.19)

at two locations

a distance of lm apart. The overbar indicates an average value of
the quantity below it, namely (nl - nz) 2. The atmosphere is

normally turbulent to some degree, but the occurrence of turbulence
is not uniform and a layered structm of turbulence tends to occur.

The turbulent structure of the index of refraction of the
troposphere is believed to be largely ~sponsible  for the scatter of
electromagnetic waves that is the basis for troposcatter
communication systems and radar clear-air echoes. Scatter of this
type is known as Bragg scatter and is due to the structure of the
index of refraction that has a periodicity of A’ v&m

~’ = A/[2 sin (e/2)l
with A the electmma~netic wavele~th  and e the

9

.-.
.&

shown in Fig. 3.9. “The range of
from turbulence can be expected
frequencies and wavelengths.

“eddy size is
scattering angle as
lame.  and scatter

to occur over a “wide range of

k.

Figure 3.9. Scattering geometry.
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For satellite communications, interest lies in the effect of
turbulence on forward propagation through turbulent regions. The
effects of forward propagation include amplitude fluctuations or
scintillations, phase fluctuations, and angle-of-arrival variations.

3.5 AMPLITUDE VARIATIONS DUE TO REFRACTION AND
TURBULENCE

It is not always easy to assess the relative importance of
amplitude variations dw to the large-scale profile of refractivity
and due to small-scale structure associated with turbulence, either
in advance planning or after the fact. Certain treatments of
propagation emphasize one topic, and other studies deal with the
other. In designing t~trial line-of-sight links multipath fading
associated with the Aractivity profile receives attention, and
effects of turbulence are la ely ignored (GTE-Lenkurt,  1972). For

%earth-space paths b emp asis tends to be on effects due to
turbulence (Theobold and Kau.1, 1978).

The amplitude wiations due to turbulence are smaller in

5
eneral than those & to multi th propagation, as discussed in Sec.

r.2, tend to occur more rapi ly or at higher frequencies, and are
commonly referred to as scintillation, Such scintillation increases
in amplitude with frequency (Thompson et al., 1975). For brevity
we will henceforth refer to multipath fading for effects due to large-
scaie variations in refractivity and to scintillation for effects due to
turbulence. Earth-space paths are at higher elevation angles than
for terrestrial paths. Even paths at what are considered to be low
angles for satellite communications tend to be at larger an les than

fthose of terrestrial paths, for which severe multipath fa ing may
occur. Also multipath fading, while severe at certain times of day
and certain seasons in regions subject to strong temperature
inve~ions,  does not occur uniformly over large areas or unformly
with time. Earth-space paths tend to ex erience scintillation

Rassociated with turbulence more than multipat fading, especially at
larger elevation angles and higher frequencies.

Low-angle satellite paths, however, can encounter both
scintillation and multipath fading, and refractive multipath effects
may dominate at low angles. On a path in Hawaii at an elevation
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angle of 2.5 deg that simulated a low-angle earth-space at
fre uencies from 10 to 49 GHz, for example, Thompson et al.
(19%5) recorded both fades of more than 20 dB and scintillation of ~seveml dB in amplitude.

Measurements of 4 and 6 GHz signals at the very small
elevation angle of one deg at Eureka in the Canadian arctic, some of
which are summarized in Table 3.4, show effects that are probably
due rimarily to ~fractive multipath fading. E~ka is at a latitude

fof 1 0 deg on Ellesmere  Island.

Table 3.4 6 GHz Margins for Tropospheric Fading at Eureka,
Northwest Territories, Canada, Elemtion Angle = 1
l)eg~e (Strickland, et al., 1977).

Reliability m

Time Dumtion 90% 99% 99.9%

Wo& two hours 8.0 dB 18.0 dB 28.0 dB
Worst summer day 6.8 dB 15.5 dB 24.5 dB r

worst summer week (5 day) 5.4 dB 13.0 dB 22.0 dB
Worst month (July, i 5 days) 3.8 dB 10.8 dB 20.3 dB

Amplitude fluctuations and phase and angle-or-arrival variations
due to turbulence are t~ated by Theobold and Kaul (1978), who
include an example for a path at 28.56 GHz and an elevation angle
of 10 deg. They predict a signal loss of 0.12 dB for clear weather,
which is a small effect. Both the effects due to turbulence and the _

E
ossibilit y of refractive fadin would inc~ase if the a le decreased
elow 10 de .

f
f 7As noted ear ier, Thompson et al. (19 5) recoded

larger scinti lation of several dB at an angle of 2.5 deg in Hawaii.
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3.6 Gi4SEOUS ATTENUATION

A micmwave absorption peak due to water vapor occurs at
22.235 GHz and peaks due to oxy en occur near 60 GHz and 118

5GHz (CCIR, 1986b; Van Vleck, 19 1; Wate=,  1976; Liebe, 1985).
Below 10 GHz absorption caused by atmospheric gases is small.
Sea level values of the attenuation constant due to oxygen and water
vapor are shown in Figure 3.10. Vertical one-way attenuation
values from sea level for f~quencies  above 1 GHz are shown in

.- Fig. 3.11. Attenuation values for paths at elevation angles e above
10 deg are equal to the vertical values divided by sin 9, in a
horizontally stratified atmosphere. The treatment by Smith (1982)
of attenuation caused by atmospheric gases extends to frequencies
below 10 GHz, and the thorough discussion by Liebe (1 985) also
includes examples for frequencies below 10 GHz.

Equation (3.20), based on the VanVleck-Weisskopf line shape,
“ gives an expression for the sea level attenuation constant, or
s~ecific attenuation. in dB/km. due to oxwen for frwauencies less

a=o
L

than 57 GHz, with f~quency f i’n GHz (CCI~~ 1986b). ‘

f2/lo36.09 4.81
0.00719 + +

f2 + 0.227 (f -57)2 + 1.50
dB/km A (3.20)

The attenuation caused by atmospheric gases plays a role in the
determination of coordination distance for interference due to
ducting and scatter from rain, and the same equation, but stated as
applicable for f~quencies  less than 40 GHz, is given in Chap. 8 as
Eq, (8.24). A complicated line structure appears between 57 and
63 GHz (CCIR, 1986 b). Such details can only be shown if an
appropriate frequency scale is used. For water vapor, a
corresponding expression, neglecting an absorption line near 320
GHz is
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Figm 3.10.
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a =w
2.4 7.33

0.067 + +

1

f2p/lo’
(f -22.3)2 + 6.6 (f - 183.5)2 + 5

P

L (3.21)

with aw in dB/km. The quantity p is water vapor density in g/m3.

An approximate expression for total attenuation A due to
atmospheric gases for elevation angles 9> 10 deg (CCIR, al 986b) is

8a + 2a
Aa=OwdB (3.22)

sin 0
In CCIR (1986c) the relation given is

‘h~ho  + aw ‘wa. ho e
A =a dB (3.23)

where ho is

f < 57 GHz

vapor. The
above sea level, and a. and aw are surface (sea level) attenuation

constants for oxygen and water vapor.

sin 6

a characteristic distance for oxygen and is 6 km for

and hw = 2.2 + 3/[ (f - 22.3)2 + 3 ] km for water

quantity h~ is the height in km of the earth station

3.7 TROPOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON RANGE, PHASE, AND
DOPPLER FREQUENCY

Range to a ta et is commonly determined by radar techniques
Tby assumin that e ectmmagnetic waves propa ate with the velocity

6 !c, about 2. 979 x 108 m/s. The velocity o c corresponds to an
index of refraction of unit .

Y
In the tmposphe~,  however, the index

of ~fraction, n, is slight y greater than unity with the result that
the velocity of an electromagnetic wave is slightly less than c. A
range error then rwsults if the velocity c is assumed. The slight
error in range is unimportant in many applications but may be

r“k!

.—
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important in other situations. In practice, when high accuracy in
range is desired, an effort is made to estimate as accurately as
possible the excess range delay (the amount by which the indicated
ran e exceeds the true range) in order to correct for it (Flock,

%Slo in, and Smith, i982).

Since 1983 the velocity of electmma netic waves, c, has been
ftaken to be the exact value of 299 792 58 m/s. The fractional

uncertainty of c of *4 x 10-9 that was previously stated is no longer
applicable (Jemings, Evenson, and Knight, 1986). Along with
specifying the above value of c, the meter was redefined to be
consistent with c. Length aml wavelength are now based on the same
physical standard as time and f~quency. When using time-of-
pmpagation ranging techniques the time to distance conversion does
not now increase uncertainty , as it tended to when the value of ~
was considered to have the fractional uncertainty stated above.

For the ionosphere (Sec. 2.3. 1), the range error AR can be
determined by taking j (n -1 )dl along the path. For the troposphere,
however, calculations are usuallY carried out by using the quantity
N= (n-  l)x IOS. (In the
enti~ly different quantity.)
water vapor separately. For
zenith path, -

A Rd =
~o-s ~ Nd ‘1

with ARd the range delay

mb, h is height in m, and

due

ionospheric analysis, N =tands- for an
One may choose to treat dry air and
dry air, making use of Eq. (3.3) for a

10* J(77.6  pal/T) dh m (3.24)

to dry air in m. The pressure pd is in

T is temperature in kelvins. Pressure in
the tro osph&e tends to decrease ‘exponentially as indicated by p =

poe-h/~ [Eq. (1.18)], where H is the scale height kT/mg or

RT/Mg$ k is Boltzmann’s constant, g is the acceleration of gravity
(about 9.8 m/s2 at the Earth’s surface), R is the gas constant
[8.3143 x i03 J/(K k mol)], M is the mass of a k mol, and m is

$the mass of an indivi ual molecule. 5(M/m = 6.02 x 102s, which
corresponds to Avo adrm’s number but applies to a kg mol rather

!than a gram mol. Using the form of H involving R with
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M = 28.9665 from Table 3 of the U.S. Standard Atmosphe~,
1976, treating T as if it were a constant, and employing the value
of g utilized by Hopfield (1971) corresponding to the height at 500
mb at 45 deg latitude (namely, 9.7877 m/s2).

~~ pd dh = ~~ p. e-i’”H dh = p. H = poRT/(Mg) = p T 29,326
0

Substituting the value of the inte ral into Eq. (3.24) and identifying
FP. as podt the surface pressure  o dry air

ARd = 2.2757 X 1 0-3 pod (3.25)
with pod in mb. If pd is 1000 mb, for example, AR has the value
of 2.28 m. The delay is directly pmprtional to the surface
ressure of dry air and independent of the tempemture prmfile.
iopfield (1971) has examined the applicability of this relation and
has concluded that it allows determini

T
the range error due to dry

air on a zenith path to an accuracy of O. percent or about 0.5 cm.

As H is a function of temperatm and temperature varies with

‘h!H with H a constant should onlyheight, the exponential form pd e

be assumed to apply over a limited height range. If account is taken
of the variation of H with altitude, however, the integral of Eq.
(3.24) can be represented as a summation of integrals over layers
of limited thickness for which the values of T can be t~ated as a
constants. If this procedure is followed, T will cancel out of all
the integrals and the same result will be obtained as shown by Eq.
(3.25).

The delay caused by water vapor is considerably smaller than
that for dry air, but total water vapor content along a path is
variable and not predictable with high accuracy from the surface
water va or presslm or density.

r
Therefore, water vapor is

responsib e for a larger error or uncertainty in range than is dry
air. The exp~ssion for Nw, the contribution to refractivity of

water vapor, is given by Eq. (3.5), but Nw can be expressed in

P

terms of water vapor density p instead of water vapor pressure e,
by using e = pT/2 16.5 [Eq. (3.6)], and then takes the form
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N = 0.3323 p + i.73i X 1 03 p / T (3.26)

fmm fiich

ARw = 10-G~ Nw dl = 3.323 X io-7~p dl + 1.731 X 10-3 J(p/T) dl

Alternatively,
AR! and ARZ

procedure has
total Pressure

m (3.27)

the total excess range delay can be separated into
corresponding to the two terms of Eq. (3.3). This

he practical advantages that it is easier to measure
than the Pressure of dry air and that only one simple

term ‘is needed to dete&nine each qu&tity whereas twh dissimilar
terms are involved in estimating ARW. Following this procedure

AR ~ = 2.2757 X 1 0-3 p o m (3.28)

where p. is now the total surface pressm and

AR2 = 1.731 X 1 0-3 ~ (p/T) dl m (3.29)

The value of the integral can be determined from radiosonde data if
p and T vary onl with height above the surface and not horizontally

Jto a significant egre within the limits of the path.

Accumulation of sufficient data from mdiosondes can provide a
basis for a statistical description of the range error due to water
vapor and for formulati

%
models that may apply to particular

locations. Radiosonde ata are available fmm only certain
locations, however, and it may be impmctical to use radiosondes
regularly and routinely for determining range errcm due to water
vapor. Aircraft instrumented with microwave refractometers can
provide more accurate data on p and T.

Another approach is to employ microwave radiometry t o

estimate the value of AR2. This approach is based on the expression

for brightness temperature Tb observed when a source at a
temperature of Ts is viewed through an absorbing medium having a

variable temperature T. Tb is given by (Waters, 1976, Wu, 1977)

(3,30)
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attenuation constant (scattering neglec ted)  a t  the f~quency
employed. The expression for Tb takes a simpler, and perhaps more

familiar, form when T is constant or when an effective value Ti can
be employed. In this case

‘b = Ts e-r +Ti ( l - e - r ) (3.31)

A problem with the radiometer method is that oxygen and perhaps
liquid water contribute to a as well as water vapor. Use of a
suitable pair of frequencies allows separating the effects of gaseous
and liquid water to a reasonable de ree, and the effect of oxy en can

7 Falso be separated out (Staelin et a ., 1977; Wu, i 977; Cla lin, et
al., 1978). Frequencies of 22.235 and 31.4 GHz have been used,
22.325 GHz being mom sensitive to water vapor tha~ liquid water
by a factor 2.5 and 31.4 GHz being mom sensitive *.o liquid water
than vapor by about a factor of 2.

I By using Eq. (3.30) for the two different frequencies, and with
the terms involving T~ replaced by constants as Ts due to cosmic

sources is small (about 2.7 K), a term J W ( 1 ) p/T dl is obtained
where W ( 1 ) can be made to have a nearly constant known value by
a suitable choice of f~wmiesand other refinements described in
the paper by Wu (1977). This approach to water-vapor radiometers
has the a peal of being based on the physics of the problem and gives
~ p/T d~rather than the waterwapor content alone, Jp dl, which is
what some other waterwapor radiometers were designed to provide.

A ~cent analysis of water-vapor radiometers for determining
excess range delay has been prepared b Gary, Keihm, and Janssen

Cl’(1985) who carried out simulation stu ies. Micmvave brightness
temperatures and excess range delay were calculated from
radiosonde-based profiles of atmospheric paramete~. A statistical
retrieval technique was used to obtain retrieval coefficients
rdating path delay to observable (brightness temperature, surface-
air temperature, pressure, and absolute humidity) for various
combinations of frequencies. The relation used is

@

m
.&’

.-

A R =Co+~Ci*Oi (3.32)
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where Oi represents the observable and Co and Ci are computed by

a least squares minimization techni ue involving the covariance
:matrices of the observable and path clay. Studies were included

for which the surface observable were not included and for which
only surface observable were used. Using three frequencies, 20.6,
22.2, and 31.4 GHz gives a small improvement over performance
obtained by using only 20.6 and 31.4 GHz. Using surface values
gives a modest improvement over results obtained by not using
surface values. Surface values alone can be used but performance
provided in this way is worse by a factor of 3 to 10 than that
achievable by using radiometers. It is reported tlmt it should be
possible to correct path delay caused by water vapor with an
accuracy better than 0.5 cm for zenith paths.

The exact value of ARZ in a particular case depends on the value
of the integml appearing in Eq. (3.29), but an indication of a
representative magnitude of AR2 can be obtained b assuming an
exponential decrease of N2 with a scale height H of 1 km. It is of
inte~st that the value obtained in this way is the same as if N2

we~ constant
Y

to the height H and zero beyond. Assuming a vapor
density p of 7. g/m3 at the surface and a tempemture of 280 K,
the corresponding values of e and N2 at the surface are 9.70 mb and

46.15 respectively. Then for a vertical path

AR2 = 10-6 j~46. 15 e-h’2000 dh = 10-G (46. 15) (2000) -

= 0.0923 m = 9.23 cm.

An extreme value of AR2, corresponding to the highest accepted

weather-observatory values of e and p of 53.2 mb and 37.5 g/m3 at
the temperature of 34 deg C and assuming an exponential dec~ase
of N2 with a scale height of 2 km, is 42.1 cm, for a vertical path.

Once a AR value is known, a corresponding phase angle @ can be
determined by use of

A@ =AR /?= AR ( 2n\A ) rad (3.33)

where f? is the phase constant and is equal to 2r/A. The doppler
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frequency error fD associated with the range and phase errors is
given by 1 A(#)

‘D=—— (3.34)
2X At o

where the rate of change of phase with time is involved. Thus fD
involves the rate of change of refmctivity  along the path. The value
given by Eq. (3.34) may also depend in practice to some extent on
the interval of time At used to measure A@.

For paths at an elevation an le (3 of about 10 deg or reater, the
range delay equals the verticaF 3
That is,

or zenith value divide by sin 0.

AR(9) = AR/sin 6 (3.35)
Table 3.3 shows values of AR(9) or range error for elevation

angles of 0, 5, and 50 deg, based on the 1966 Standad
Atmosphere for 45 deg N latitude in July and including an assumed
humidity-profile model. These values represent total delay due to u,
both the dry component of air and water vapor. Note the large
values of mmge error for O and 5 deg.

The
(1953)
chapter.
made to

widely used constants provided by Smith and Weintraut
have been employed for calculating refractivity in this

When extreme precision is important, reference can bl: r
values provided by Thayer (1974).

The excess range delay due to the tmpsphere (and stratosphere)
has also been treated by Saastamoinen (1972). He developed the
following expression, which takes account of dry air, water vapor,
and atmospheric refraction.

AR = 2.277 x 10-3 sec z [p + (1255/T + 0.05)e -1.16 tan2z]

(3.36)
The quantity z is the zenith angle and the other quantities have the
same meaning as previously in this chapter.

The number 2.277 x 10-3 differs slightly from 2.2757 x 10-3
of Eq. (3.28) because Saastamoinen used a 1963 expression for
refractivity by Essen and Frome rather than the expression used
elsewhe~ in this chapter by Smith and Weintraub (i 953). Also he

r.*
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.>
used 9.784 JTl,j’s’ f,~~ 5 rat har kha::
derivation of Eq. (3.28): He included
function of latitude @ and station height H

g =  9.784 ( 1 - 0.0026

However he asserted t h a t
mwccss it \vvas zuff icient 1 Y

Cos lp -

because
accurate

kitudes and station hei~hts. For

(3.37)0.00028 H ) m,l’s2

of limitations of the ranging
to use 9.784  m,ts~ for g for all
a pressure of 1013 mb and a

zenith path the factor 2.277 x 10-3 of Eq. (3.36) gives a value of
2.3066 m for excess range delay, compared with 2.3053 m for
AR, when Eq, (3.23) is utilized.

The quantity 2.277 x 10-s [1255/r + 0.05 ] e of Eq. (2.36) is
suitable for obtaining illustrative or approximate values of the
additional excess range delay due to water vapor. For a
temperature T of 280 K and water vapor’ pressure e of 9.’70 mb,
this quantity gives an excess range delay of 10.01 cm. The
assumption of a particular ex onential profile for illustrating the

rdelay due to water vapor ear ier in this section gave a delay of
9.23 cm for the same values of T and e. Part of the difference is
due to the fact that in the treatment of this chapter no term like the
coefficient 0.05 of Eq. (3.28) is recognized because if total
pressure is used for ARj of Eq. (3.28) the remaining delay due to
water vapor A R2 is given by only a single term. But if 0.05 is
eliminated from Eq. (3.36) the delay of 10.01 cm is reduced only
to 9.90 cm.

3 .S EXCESS RANGE DELAY IN LASER RANGING

This handbook does not attempt to treat optical propagation, but,
because it is of interest to persons concerned with tropospheric
excess range delay at microwave frequencies to know what the
corremondin~  situation is at optical frequencies, we include this
mentio’n of ~aser ranging. The’ clear ai; is dispersive at optical
frequencies, and the group refractivity NO = (ng - 1) x

excess range delay. The following expression for N
g

Abshire and Gardner (1985) and credited to Marini and

1 OG aFfects

is given by

Murray.
.
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N
g

= 80.343 f(~) p/T - 11.3 e/T (3.38)

The quantities p, T, and e have the same meaning and are in the
same units (mb for p and e, K for T) as in the previous expressions
for radio frequencies. The term f(A) describes the variation of N
with wavelength and has the form of g

f(A) = 0.9650 + 0.0164/A2  + 0.000228/A4

with A in ~m. The dispersive nature of the
possibility of two-color (two-frequency) laser

AR1 =Y(R2 -R,)

f (AJ
with y =

f (A2 - A,)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to
R! are the measured ran~es at the two

(3.39)

at.mosphe~ allows the
ranging such that .

(3.40)

.

the two frequencies, R2 and
frequencies, and AR, is the
Note that the procedure isexcess range delay at f~quency one. -

similar to that described for ionospheric propagation (Sec. 2.3.1),
for which the use of two frequencies allows solving for the TEC and
the time and range delays at the two individual frequencies. B

m
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